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Updating the NACTO Urban Bikeway Design Guide

Making Bikes Count is one of seven Working Papers being released by NACTO in 2022 as part of the ongoing update to the NACTO Urban Bikeway Design Guide. The working papers will cover topics related to equitable planning, engagement, and implementation. NACTO will develop a complete update to the Urban Bikeway Design Guide in 2023 by synthesizing these working papers with updated, state-of-the-practice design guide.

Working papers to be completed in 2022:

- Making Bikes Count: Effective Data Collection, Metrics, & Storytelling
- Pathways to Better Enforcement: Creating Safe Spaces for All Travelers
- Micromobility Permitting, Process, & Participation in the Age of Covid-19
- Scaling Success: Moving from Pop-up to Permanent
- Toward Equitable Access: Community Engagement Tools & Practices
- Network Design: Planning for Connected Intermodal Networks
- Planning and Implementing Equitable Bike Networks

* from NACTO member city
Making Bikes Count

In transportation and street design, “what gets counted, counts.” Across North America, billions of dollars are spent designing roads based on counts of car traffic, with simple industry-wide practices that nearly every city and state transportation department is familiar with. For bike transportation to get the support it needs, cities and states need to expand their bike count programs. This paper describes how to do that.

Bike count programs face a logistical challenge with big implications: the easiest places to collect consistent bike counts are where there’s already good bike infrastructure, but the hardest places to count may be where the most potential for growth can be found. That’s a challenge for equity in bike counts, too: bike trips made away from the built bike network, and at off-peak times, are more difficult to count and are more likely to be made by delivery workers, youth, older adults, lower-income riders, families or caregivers, and riders of color.

To best understand how bicycling is growing or changing, cities are using Network Trend Counts to gather trendline data on where and when people are riding. These more inclusive counts can help cities decide how and where to invest resources but require long-term organizational commitment. Steps that cities can take to build on their existing programs and work toward a Network Trend Count are outlined below in Building a Trendline Bike Program.

It’s not enough, however, to just create a good bike count program; cities must also proactively tell the story of biking in their communities using the strategies outlined in this paper.

This Paper Doesn’t Answer...

- Accuracy of different types of count equipment: See State-of-the-Art Approaches to Bicycle and Pedestrian Counters (2021) and Methods and Techniques for Pedestrian and Bicycle Volume Data Collection (2017).
- Installation details and field validation of count equipment: See MnDOT Bicycle and Pedestrian Data Collection Manual (2017) and MassTrails Counter Primer.
- Quality and Comfort: See intercept surveys, focus groups.
- Project Evaluation: See before-after speed data, multimodal counts, user surveys & feedback.
- Large-scale Network Planning: See surveys; focus groups; 3rd-party datasets; origin-destination data.

Get Counting in 1, 2, 3, 4, 5

A quick-start guide.

0 Pose Questions and Allocate Resources
Identify your questions and determine the funding, staff, and data needed to answer the most important questions facing the bike program and transportation system as a whole.

1 Pick Locations
Choose sites on and off the built bike network that will still be good places to count for years to come, so that long-term trends can be analyzed later. See: Building a Trendline Bike Count Program page 8

2 Test and Pick Technologies
Automated counters provide timespan, manual counts add nuance and ground-truth, and large data sources augment counts. See:
- Scaling Up With Automated Counts page 12
- Automated Counts Provide Timespan page 14
- Manual Counts Add Nuance and Ground-Truth page 17
- Large Data Sources Augment Counts page 20

3 Pick a Metric (or two)
Calculate and visualize trendlines, such as percent increase from a base year. Check for errors and anomalies as you compile and analyze the data. See:
- Working With Data page 22
- Commonly Used Metrics page 26

4 Tell the Story
Report the results with enough context to establish a clear narrative, ideally connecting trends to investments. Talk about other data at the same time: bike share programs, surveys, safety data, and 3rd-party travel data sources can add texture to the story. See:
- Storytelling and Data Interpretation page 32

5 Expand the Program
Get more resources. Scale up with techniques that are working well logistically, and test others to fill in gaps. Explore which types of bike trips or users are missing, and which new questions need to be answered.

---

Principles

Use data to tell stories, not count beans: Use your bike count data to show how investments in infrastructure result in changes to bike ridership, safety, better access to opportunity, and a more efficient use of the street. By being intentional about what data you are collecting and how you present it, the fuller story of biking in your city can make the case for the most impactful investments in bike infrastructure.

Focus on trends and indicators
Change over time is more relevant to most cities than raw numbers or inter-city comparisons. Set ambitious ridership goals, track them, and build support for future work.

Count more than the core network
An accurate, inclusive bike count spans a variety of locations and street types. More than one technique or technology is usually needed.

Start small and scale up
Use initial results to make the case for a more complete Network Trend Count with automated counters.

Anticipate maintenance & validation
Be ready to staff, test, and maintain new count equipment as count locations are added.

Transparency builds trust
Make the underlying data available to the public. Explain the methods used for quality control and data validation, and how you got to the final reported numbers.

Standardize counting all modes
Biking, walking, and other micromobility counts can, and should, be standard elements of traffic studies and monitoring. Include them in vehicle turning movement counts, vehicle classification counts, and signal/ITS equipment upgrades.
Building a Trendline Bike Count Program

Many cities already conduct recurring bike counts focused on their bike infrastructure, central-city commuting, or a small amount of data in a wide area. These types of foundational count programs can help make the connection between investment and ridership, and may include a large number of bike trips with relatively few counters. However, they do not count trips away from the bike network and may undercount trips in lower-density areas. The table below gives examples of foundational count programs, what’s easier and harder to do with the data collected from them, and high-value expansion steps to build on these common foundations as resources are assigned. See Network Trend Counts for more details.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FOUNDATIONAL BIKE COUNT PROGRAMS</th>
<th>COUNT DURATIONS</th>
<th>COUNT LOCATIONS</th>
<th>USES AND DATA PRODUCTS</th>
<th>LIMITATIONS</th>
<th>EXPANSION STEPS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Annual, manual count</strong>&lt;br&gt;Short peak-period counts, at dozens to hundreds of locations</td>
<td>Hours</td>
<td>Dozens to hundreds</td>
<td>• Differences in peak-period ridership across infrastructure types/neighborhoods&lt;br&gt;• Use of roadway, sidewalk, or bikeway&lt;br&gt;• Rider behavior&lt;br&gt;• Perceived demographics</td>
<td>• Peak-only counts miss trends in midday or nighttime biking (e.g. cargo / delivery and non-commute trips)&lt;br&gt;• Short counts may have random variation year to year, making comparisons difficult</td>
<td>• Add continuous and/or short-term automated counters at representative sites&lt;br&gt;• Convert to manually processed video&lt;br&gt;• Count select sites around the clock for a fuller count of who's riding and where&lt;br&gt;• Apply factor to old manual counts to calculate 24-hour volume</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Small short-term count</strong>&lt;br&gt;About 10 to 30 locations with short-term tube counters, collected for a few weeks per year</td>
<td>Days/weeks</td>
<td>About 10 to 30</td>
<td>• Change over time by location&lt;br&gt;• Can count at many locations and street types, allowing more inclusive geography&lt;br&gt;• Peak-vs-off-peak adjustment factors can be calculated</td>
<td>• Limited geography&lt;br&gt;• Difficult to include major streets without bikeways&lt;br&gt;• True peak weeks may be missed</td>
<td>• Convert to permanent counters as resources permit&lt;br&gt;• Apply seasonal adjustment factors to old counts&lt;br&gt;• Switch to video or manual counts where tubes don’t work well</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Small continuous count</strong>&lt;br&gt; About 3 to 12 locations with permanent counters</td>
<td>Months</td>
<td>About 3 to 12</td>
<td>• Change over time by location or facility type&lt;br&gt;• Seasonal comparisons&lt;br&gt;• Monthly/daily adjustment factors can be calculated&lt;br&gt;• Open data feeds</td>
<td>• Limited geography&lt;br&gt;• Difficult to include major streets without bikeways&lt;br&gt;• Riders in lower-density areas may be undercounted</td>
<td>• Add short-term counts to expand geographic coverage and street/facility types&lt;br&gt;• Add manual or video counts at places where automated counters don’t work well</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Network Trend Count</strong>&lt;br&gt;9+ sites per geographic sector with continuous machine counts&lt;br&gt;Short-term tube counts at many locations&lt;br&gt;Video-based manual counts as needed</td>
<td>XX</td>
<td>All of the above</td>
<td>• Geographic and seasonal comparisons of full-day travel trends&lt;br&gt;• Tracking trends away from the bike network&lt;br&gt;• Open data feeds</td>
<td>• Higher cost and effort than other methods</td>
<td>• Convert more sites to continuous counters&lt;br&gt;• Add new count locations to meet sector goals; add new sectors of the city&lt;br&gt;• Convert remaining manual counts to video if automated counters don’t work well</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Network Trend Count

To monitor bicycling over time, a Network Trend Count is designed to include streets with a variety of time-of-day bike use patterns, resulting in improved accuracy and a more equitable count than a downtown-only or bike-infrastructure-only count, while minimizing the use of expensive all-day manual counts.

A Network Trend Count is most useful when it includes many sites within a particular sector of a city, such as a 3-5 mile radius around a downtown or other hub. For larger cities, counting more than one sector allows tracking of different growth rates over time.

**BENEFITS:** A more accurate and inclusive way to track trends in bicycling over time. Sets a baseline for measuring how different types of bike trips increase as the bike network is expanded.

**CONSIDERATIONS:** Requires a large number of sites and count types and more challenging site selection.

**GUIDANCE:**

1. Define at least two sectors. For example, a core area with lots of existing bike infrastructure, plus a satellite employment hub and surrounding lower-density neighborhoods, perhaps with little existing bike infrastructure.

2. Within each sector, identify distinct trip patterns, such as:
   - **Peak commute:** Streets leading to a downtown/civic-office core have historically generated an AM/PM peak, though many now follow a midday peak pattern.
   - **Midday peak:** Streets used for short trips within neighborhoods or within a downtown, or that provide access to parks and trails, tend to generate midday peaks on weekdays and weekends.
   - **Dispersed or multi-peak:** Retail/services hubs, entertainment districts, universities, and hospitals tend to generate trips all day or may even have evening/nighttime peaks.

3. For each trip pattern, conduct counts along different facility types:
   - **Existing bike facilities:** Conduct continuous counts where possible.
   - **Major streets with planned bike infrastructure or observed bike use:** Count with manual or video counts.
   - **Minor streets with mixed traffic (e.g. bike boulevard):** Count with manual, video, or tube counts.

A sector with three distinct trip patterns and three different facility types would have nine different pattern-facility contexts. For each context, count at least three sites and ensure that each context has at least one all-day or multi-day count. A sector with nine contexts would need 27 count locations (3 x 9 contexts) with at least nine all-day counts (one per context).

4. Within each context, apply a scaling factor from an all-day count (or ideally a continuous count) to extrapolate any short-term counts within that same context. See Extrapolating Short-Term Counts.

5. Aggregate the resulting counts for each sector, and for the city as a whole. See Commonly Used Metrics.
Scaling Up With Automated Counts

Cities can learn about bike volumes across more hours of the day and more days of the year by using automated counters. Loop detectors and other permanently-installed counters provide continuous, 24/7-365 coverage, while pneumatic tubes are suited to a few weeks of seasonal counts at a wider array of locations.

Picking the Right Count Technology for Your City

Count technology is evolving quickly but cities don’t have to use the newest products to get good counts. To get the best technology for your city, cities with established programs recommend the following:

→ Do test or pilot each new technology at a few typical locations before committing to using it at a larger scale. Compare output to a manual count of at least 4 hours (32 bins of 15 minutes each). In low-volume settings, ride over the counter at least 100 times or wait for 100 “events.” See Counter Validation.

→ Don’t commit to a large deployment of a specific count technology until it has been tested in conditions similar to your intended sites.

→ Don’t use bad data—if a counter or type of count technology isn’t working, then replace it or try a different technology rather than try to correct for substantial errors.

→ When transitioning from one count technology or technique to another, use both the old and new methods for at least one seasonal count period, and ideally one to two years.

Tracking Trends in Micromobility

New micromobility options—including e-bikes, e-scooters, e-skateboards, and one-wheeled devices—are becoming more popular and are increasingly frequent in bike lanes. However, most automated counters cannot differentiate between bikes and other small wheeled devices. Until automated count technologies are better able to capture and differentiate these devices, start manually counting different types of bikes and scooters to monitor adoption trends over time. Just as is done for other vehicle classification counts, the manual count can be applied to a longer-duration automated count. For example, if your automated counters don’t count scooters, use a manual count to estimate and apply a growth factor. If they do count scooters but can’t distinguish them from bikes, apply the manually-collected ratio of bikes to scooters to your counts to estimate the total volume in each category (see Commonly Used Metrics). Also as a remedy, cities with large scooter share systems can use scooter share trip data to estimate the proportion of the scooter trips (see Large Data Sources Augment Counts).
Automated Counts Provide Timespan Coverage

Automated Counts: Short Term

Automated short-term counts can be repeated annually or seasonally, with temporary automated counter equipment. Typical time spans are several days to several weeks.

**BENEFITS:** Can be implemented at a large scale more quickly than permanent counters. Useful for testing potential sites for permanent counters. A few weeks of counts are more likely than one-day counts to capture the true peak day.

**CONSIDERATIONS:** Need to be installed and uninstalled repeatedly. Easier to conduct when a qualified contractor can implement and manage a large number of counters for a few weeks a year. See Automated Counter Installation.

**TYPES** of short term automated counters:

- **Pneumatic Road Tubes (Tubes)** categorize bikes based on the distance between wheels. Tubes can be used on a wide variety of locations but perform best in protected bike lanes, marked bike lanes that have relatively few motor vehicle incursions, or in low volume shared travel lanes. Tubes can also be used on sidewalks and shared-use paths but need to be well secured and taped to the ground to prevent tripping. Speed data recorded by double tubes is useful for reducing false positives from mopeds and motorcycles, whose wheelbase is similar to a traditional bicycle. Parked vehicles on tubes, sweeping/plowing operations, and high truck traffic shorten tube lifespan and/or block data.

- **Automated Video Processing** can be used for short-term or long-term counts, in both dedicated bikeways and mixed traffic, provided sightlines are clear. Video analysis is rapidly advancing, but has not been widely adopted. Local validation studies are needed during a variety of weather, lighting, and crowding conditions. Data protection protocols by both the city and vendors should be in place to prevent the use of video for identification of individuals. Work across teams to determine if cameras installed to capture other things (e.g. near-miss crashes) may also be used to capture bike counts.

- Automated video processing, pneumatic tubes, and other technologies can be used for continuous automated bike counts.

Automated Counts: Continuous

Automated continuous counts are conducted with permanently-installed count equipment. These counts are critical to a mature bike count program, yielding seasonal adjustment factors and other tools that can be applied to short-term and one-day counts.

**BENEFITS:** Year-round data collection allows retrospective counts such as bike volume during specific events, more accurate seasonal data, and easier collection of nighttime data.

**CONSIDERATIONS:** Larger start-up costs than short-term counts; annual fees must be anticipated and year-round maintenance will be needed.

**TYPES** of continuous automated counters:

- **In-ground Inductive Loops (Loop Counters)** can be set for higher or lower sensitivity and, with validation, some newer loop counters can be adjusted to differentiate between scooters and bikes. Due to false positives from nearby motor vehicles, loop counters are best at counting bikes in shared-use paths and protected bike lanes.

In-ground Inductive Loops installed in a bike lane.
Automated Counter Installation

**Placement:** Choose sites with a straight, predictable path of travel, ideally where most riders are single-file within a relatively small (~5') part of the roadway cross-section, with pavement in good condition, where cars and trucks will not park on the device or block the bike lane.

**Coordination:** Technical and administrative complexity varies by technology and by city. Before installing count equipment at a large scale, determine interagency or interdivisional coordination needs.

**Monitoring & Maintenance:** Every count technology needs monitoring and maintenance. Designate a count program manager to check for anomalies or missing data and anticipate maintenance needs. See Working with Data.

For detailed examples of the counter installation, see: MnDOT Bicycle and Pedestrian Data Collection Manual (2017), MassTrails Counter Primer, and manufacturer specifications.

### Manual Counts Add Nuance and Ground-Truth

In bike trend count programs, manual counts are a common choice for covering a large number of locations for a short timespan. Peak-period counts typically span 4 to 6 hour per day, ideally on three midweek days and a weekend. Whole day counts for 12-hour, 18-hour, or 24-hour timespans, typically collected on video and counted manually, are used where automated counters are not available.

**BENEFITS:** Flexible, needing little equipment. Can be combined with pedestrian or motor vehicle counts, and project analysis. More accurate than automated counters for short times or difficult conditions.

**CONSIDERATIONS:** Day to day variability of volumes limits the reliability of a short count. Peak-period counts can be repeated over multiple days, but miss differences in the volume and attributes of peak and off-peak bike use or users.

**GUIDANCE:** Improve accuracy by conducting a practice count to refine data entry sheets and clarify ambiguous situations. Debriefing with participants after a count also helps flag potential errors.

Manual classification counts can be used to collect additional attributes, such as:

- Device type: Bikes, scooters, cargo bikes, wheelchairs & personal mobility devices.
- Bike location and direction: Bikeway, sidewalk, or mixed-traffic lanes-with or against traffic, and side of street.
- How many people are riding, including passengers.
- Rider demographics (See Who’s Riding and Why?)

**TYPES** of manual counts:

- **Manual Video Processing.** Manual review of video at faster-than-real-time allows much more efficient data collection and an opportunity to check counts or watch again to collect more data types. Camera installation for manual video processing need not be as precise as for automated video processing, and a single camera can capture multiple directions of bike traffic.

- **On-Site Manual Counts** typically cover 2- to 3-hours per period, repeated for AM peak, PM peak, and midday and/or weekend peaks. Some programs field longer manual counts for a sample of locations. Manual counts can sometimes be conducted by volunteers from the community to increase the number of sites captured while also building enthusiasm for the count program, but it is critical that volunteers are well trained.
Who’s Riding and Why?

Reporting perceived rider demographics can correct common misconceptions about bicycling, especially as these attitudes relate to gender, age, ability, or race and ethnicity. However, observation is not a substitute for asking riders how they identify themselves or why they are riding.

Reporting perceived demographics is most useful when it informs decision-making within broader policy frameworks, such as transportation justice, which require measures of participation, or where specific questions have arisen about who is riding. For example, reporting on perceived rider demographics, such as perceived race, can help dispel myths that the only people biking are coming from outside the community.

See Storytelling and Data Interpretation.

Rider demographics such as gender, age, or race/ethnicity, as well as trip purpose (sometimes inferred from the use of cargo bikes or working e-bicycles) must be reported as perceived characteristics. For example, you are counting the number of riders perceived as female or the number of female-presenting riders and not the number of women using the bike lane. To prevent counters from defaulting to male, white, or adult categories, include an ‘uncategorized’ option. (Note: this is different from a nonbinary or biracial option.)

Intercept surveys, household trip surveys, and focus groups allow people to self-identify, and can additionally provide origin and destination, income brackets, bicycling experience level, disability status and type, and reasons for using a bike for a trip—or not. For more, see the NACTO Bike Share Intercept Survey Toolkit, which can be adapted to general bicycling questions: nacto.org/interceptsurveytoolkit.
Large Data Sources Augment Counts

Bike volume estimates based on large data sources, often from a 3rd party vendor, provide a sense of how many bike trips are being made on the vast majority of streets where bikes are not typically counted. Consider these sources alongside bike counts to better understand dispersed bike travel.

GUIDANCE

→ Calculate relative numbers, such as percent change over time in ridership reported in a large data set, to provide a more accurate picture than absolute values that are only a subset of total riders.

→ Use large data sources to inform where to conduct counts in neighborhoods with limited bike infrastructure.

→ Always acknowledge known biases in data sources, noting that short utility trips or connections to transit—especially made by low income people, people of color, and women—may be undercounted by smartphone-based data, purchased opt-in apps, or national surveys.

Types of Large Data Sources

Large scale surveys estimate bike trips from a sample. The most common national examples are the American Community Survey (ACS) that estimates commute trips taken by bike and the National Household Travel Survey (NHTS) that estimates total bike trips. Data from smartphone location services estimate bike trips per street, and can be useful at a large scale. Bike fitness and navigation apps provide numbers of app users by street. Shared micromobility services using Mobility Data Specification (MDS) report the number of system users per street and shared micromobility services using General Bikeshare Feed Specification (GBFS) report the start/end location of system users.

Using U.S. Census / ACS Data

Bike mode share data from the ACS only counts how many people commute to work by bike, not total trips. Daily total bike trips can be estimated as:

\[
\text{DAILY BIKE TRIPS} \approx \frac{\text{ACS-REPORTED BIKE COMMUTERS}}{\text{TOTAL TRIPS PER WORK TRIP}} \times (2 \text{ TRIPS DAILY})
\]

The number of total trips taken per work trip is conservatively estimated to be 5. The 2017 U.S. NHTS reports that 17% of trips are work trips, for 5.7 total trips per work trip. ACS data also does not account for the use of bicycling as a secondary mode (i.e. occasional or partial use) for commute trips. Use local ratios where available. For further details, see page 21 of NYCDOT Cycling in the City 2021.

Census mode share numbers do not reflect the bike boom in physically large cities, where bike commuting tends to be concentrated in the urban core. The ratio of central-area bike commuters to car commuters is more relevant to policy decisions; a 1% or 2% citywide bike mode share might hide a 1:1 ratio of bike:drive-alone commutes among central-city residents. Map the ratio of bike commuters to drive-alone commuters by census tract to reveal these geographic patterns in and beyond the core.
Working With Data

Bad data means bad analysis, which means bad policy, leading to bad outcomes for people. Before analyzing data, count programs should assess for data quality, correcting for machine errors and missing data. The goal of data quality assurance and correction is to make sure that the reported numbers match reality on the street.

Document and note all data adjustments in both open data and published reports for transparency. Ideally, open data users will be given the option to use raw or adjusted data. Trendlines and metrics should always use the adjusted, more accurate data.

Counter Validation & Adjustment Factors

Counters should be field-validated when they are installed, every few years as the counter ages, and after any pavement work or street design changes. The purpose of validation is to test whether the counter might need to be recalibrated, moved, or replaced. If successful, this validation process also creates adjustment factors that are used to correct for undercounts or overcounts.

For a strong validation process, take the following steps for each new counter:

**STEP 1**
Conduct a manual count (4 or more hours recommended), broken into small time bins of 15 minutes each.

**STEP 2**
Calculate an initial adjustment factor as:

\[
\text{INITIAL ADJUSTMENT FACTOR} = \frac{\text{SUM OF MANUAL COUNT}}{\text{SUM OF AUTOMATIC RECORDED COUNT}}
\]

**EXAMPLE:**
\[
\frac{1,000}{900} = 1.111
\]

**STEP 3**
If the manual counts are very different from the automated counts, the counter itself needs attention. Counters with adjustment factors larger than 1.5 or smaller than 0.66 don’t provide useful data. If the initial adjustment factor is less than about 0.9 or greater than about 1.3, investigate the counter and installation for potential sources of error.

**STEP 4**
Adjustment factors cannot correct for equipment that is inconsistently under- or over-counting. A more detailed validation process to test for inconsistent errors is:

A. Break the manual and automated counts into short time bins (15 minutes).
B. Apply the adjustment factor to each time bin.
C. Check the adjusted automated count against the original manual count for each time bin. For time bins larger than 20 bikes, check that the adjusted count is within 20% of the manual count. For time bins smaller than 20 bikes, check that the adjusted count is within 4 bikes of the manual count.
D. If at least 80% of the bins ‘pass’ this test, accept the adjustment factor as valid and move on to step 4. If fewer than 80% pass, adjust the counter itself.

**STEP 5**
Once the counter is validated as shown above, apply the adjustment factor to future counts.

\[
\text{RECORDED RAW COUNT} \times \text{ADJUSTMENT FACTOR} = \text{ADJUSTED COUNT}
\]

**EXAMPLE:**
\[
345 \times 1.111 = 383
\]

For a detailed procedure, download the draft Counter Validation Template. (Source: Erik Bonderud, City of Vancouver)

Error Detection

Automated counters sometimes fail for short periods of time: they might be blocked by a parked vehicle, go temporarily offline, or count erroneously for an unknown reason. To check for these errors, graph the data in its smallest timespan (e.g. 15 minutes) to examine for unexpected missing periods (such as zero values) or spikes. Identify this time period and, if necessary, adjacent time bins that might have been affected as well. Remember, the parked car might have driven away in the middle of a 15-minute period.

Unexpected spikes or dips are sometimes real counts, related to extreme weather, construction detours, or special events. In these cases, report the data and provide explanatory comments.
Interpolating Missing Data

Interpolating missing data allows aggregate bike counts from multiple counters to be reported accurately when part of the time period for a particular counter is missing. For example, if a few weekday morning hours are missing from a continuous count, the reported average for the day will be artificially low; either the missing hours can be interpolated, or the entire day of counts can be thrown out. If the site is a high-volume location, throwing the entire day out for that site would artificially lower the count for the entire dataset, so interpolating the missing data may be more accurate. The decision is a matter of judgment and context: take the action that results in greater confidence in the reported data.

Adjacent Hour Method: Average the two time periods just before and after the missing data to estimate the missing period. This method can be used for a missing 15-minute period or for up to an hour of missing data.

Similar Day Method: Average the counts of three or more days (at the same site) that are similar to the missing day to estimate the missing period. For example: to estimate a missing Tuesday, average non-Friday weekdays with similar weather within a few weeks of the missing day.

Similar Location Method: Where a short count needs to be scaled from an hour or day to a day or week, or where a counter is broken, apply a scaling factor developed from another working counter location with a similar trip profile to the missing counter.

Source: City of Minneapolis Minneapolis Non-Motorized Traffic Counts: Operations and Methodology.

Extrapolating Short-term Counts

Scaling factors from a continuous counter can be applied to a short-term automated count that ‘missed’ the true peak day of the year.

When manual counts are replaced with automated counts, a scaling factor can also be applied to the old peak-only counts to estimate 24-hour bike volume for past years. For the first 1-2 years, report both the old daytime-only counts along with the new 24-hour counts (lefthand figure below). After 2-3 seasons with the new count locations, old daytime-only counts can be scaled to estimate the 24-hour volume for the years when data was only collected for 12 hours a day (righthand figure below).

Source: NYCDOT Cycling in the City 2016.
Commonly Used Metrics

A metric is only as good as it is understandable. Data products need to be easy to read, compelling, and provide clear takeaways to the reader.

Indices are a way to quickly let readers see how bike volumes or related data are changing over time. Since the base year is set to zero or 100, rather than being the actual count, it is easy to show more than one type of data on the same graph—all set to the same base year.

Daily Count Index

Daily in-season weekday counts are a typical basis for ridership comparisons from year to year. By converting the daily in-season bike count into an index, cities can more easily talk about how ridership has changed over time.

STEP 1
Define the count season. A count season should have consistent weather patterns, typical bike activity, and include 1-6 weeks of usable count data.

STEP 2
Validate the data for seasonal bike counts. Omit days with unseasonable weather and only include rainy days if they represent a typical day that season (for example, rain may be typical in November but not in September). Document the weather and special events or major disruptions for all count days to inform year-to-year storytelling and provide transparency.

If the true peak week of the year is missing from short-term count locations, consider using the similar location method (see Working with Data) and use a scaling factor to estimate the peak week counts by location.

STEP 3
Average all midweek count days (Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday) within the validated count season to create the in-season weekday count. Exclude holidays and days immediately before or after holidays (see Ridership Index to calculate a ridership index from this daily count). Alternatively, weekend in-season ridership can be calculated by averaging one or both weekend days over the count season.

Seasonal Count Index

Reporting trends in off-season ridership shows that bicycling is a year-round transportation mode. Growth in winter ridership as a percent of in-season ridership, or an index showing growth in winter ridership over time, are easier to read than a multi-year month-by-month graph.

If certain sites (such as trails, a university area, or dispersed/off-network counts) show a very different seasonal pattern from the citywide counts, consider reporting it separately.

Neighborhood Ridership & Geographic Equity

Reporting neighborhood trends distinctly from citywide or core-network trends is an important part of supporting equitable policy decisions.

If a Network Trend Count or other large data collection effort has been conducted, separate ridership growth metrics (see Ridership Growth) can be created for distinct geographies (e.g. downtown, core-area, or neighborhood specific) or for sites representing distinct trip patterns (e.g. such as sites with AM/PM peaks, midday peaks, and dispersed patterns). Particularly where bike networks have recently been expanded, neighborhood counts may show faster growth than downtown cordon counts. Covid-related closures and shifts in commute patterns increase the importance of distinct reporting of neighborhood and non-traditional trends.
Ridership Growth

Key metrics for reporting change in ridership over time are:

- **Ridership Index**: Percent growth in citywide ridership from a meaningful base year.
- **3-Year Comparison**: Recent growth rate in bicycling, such as the current year, compared with the average of the past three years.
- **Rolling Average**: A longer version of the 3-year comparison.

### Ridership Index

An index allows easy comparison of percent changes over time, and allows you to graph multiple trends on the same axis.

For a ridership index, choose a base year that reflects a change in policy, such as the start of an all-ages infrastructure rollout. Convert the daily count estimate into an index, where the base year’s count is set to 100.

\[
\text{CURRENT YEAR INDEX} = \left( \frac{\text{CURRENT YEAR BIKE COUNT}}{\text{BASE YEAR BIKE COUNT}} \right) \times 100
\]

The result of this index can be reported as ‘Ridership has over doubled as we’ve built 25 miles of protected bike lanes in the last five years.’ Bike lane expansion can also be graphed as an index on the same axis.

### 3-Year Comparison

Bike counts sometimes fluctuate from year to year even if the overall trend in ridership is growth over time. To report on recent trends, current ridership is compared to the average of the past several years. By averaging over three years, this year’s count is compared to a more stable number while contextualizing the current count as above or below the recent average.

A 3-year rolling average smooths out fluctuations, and makes graphs easier to understand. Show the real counts behind a trendline of the rolling 3-year average. While this metric does not emphasize the most recent changes, it is more consistent over time than a simple year-over-year change.

### Rolling Average

A 3-year rolling average smooths out fluctuations, and makes graphs easier to understand. Show the real counts behind a trendline of the rolling 3-year average. While this metric does not emphasize the most recent changes, it is more consistent over time than a simple year-over-year change.
Risk Index
Bike trips tend to become safer as infrastructure expands, but raw crash data does not illustrate these changes. Instead, show safety trends by creating an injury risk index.

STEP 1: Calculate the Risk Rate
The result should only be used to calculate an index, since even the best counts do not capture all rides. For bike injuries (or severe + fatal injuries), use the same geography as the counts. If the counts are sector-based, or use a large data source that does not cover the entire city, aggregate the crash data on the same geography.

ANNUAL INJURIES PER RIDER

For ridership, use either the Daily Count Index, annualized bike counts (not covered in this paper), or total rides per year from a Large Data Source.

STEP 2: Calculate the Risk Index

THIS YEAR’S RISK INDEX = THIS YEAR’S RISK RATE X 100
BASE YEAR RISK RATE

STEP 3: Calculate and graph comparisons
Calculate a ridership index and a bike network mileage index (or another representation of bike network quality) using the same base year and plot all three indices on the same graph. See NACTO Equitable Bikeshare Means Building Better Places for People to Ride and examples of the NYC Cycling Risk Indicator and Portland Bike Crash Index (see p4).

Anatomy of a Graph
The title of a graph is the point being made. “Bike Ridership Is Up by X%,” not “City Y Bike Ridership: Month/Year.” If there is no obvious point to make, question whether the graph is helpful.

The important information is bigger, has stronger lineweights, and more eye-catching colors than the less important information.

The title of a graph is the point being made. “Bike Ridership Is Up by X%,” not “City Y Bike Ridership: Month/Year.” If there is no obvious point to make, question whether the graph is helpful.

The important information is bigger, has stronger lineweights, and more eye-catching colors than the less important information.

Cycling is getting safer as more people ride.

Scale and units are obvious. Scale starts at 0 (or 100 for an index).

Keep it simple: If more is good, lines should go up. If less is good, lines should go down.
Storytelling and Data Interpretation

Trends in citywide bike use and other data-based stories can bolster the case for bike infrastructure, and build confidence in the bike program. Part of this work is getting the right level of detail to each audience—elected leaders and senior officials, journalists and academics, civic groups and advocates, and the broader public—as well as telling a story that’s tied directly to your city’s values and goals.

Data is most useful for establishing a narrative from the outset rather than disrupting one that’s already taken hold. Compared with other modes, biking is often subject to extraordinary scrutiny, and data is sometimes weaponized against a bike program’s policy goals, distinct from potentially constructive criticism about methods. The target audience for ridership statistics is the broad public who hasn’t yet formed a strong opinion.

CONSIDERATIONS

→ High-comfort bikeways reduce wrong-way and sidewalk riding, and are more accessible to people with disabilities, women, children, seniors, and caregivers. Consider telling this story with manual observation counts, photos, and testimonial quotes.

→ As bike infrastructure in a specific area is upgraded, growth in a cordon count or Network Trend Count demonstrates that bike trips are increasing, not just shifting from one street to another.

→ If ridership is stagnant, provide context about why it isn’t growing and/or what next steps might be coming.

Use Data To Tell the Story

→ Every story needs a theme or a hook. Some examples of hooks: new data shows how bike infrastructure also provides safety benefits to pedestrians and drivers; here’s how bike infrastructure is used for transportation; bike mobility is adding to employment or social options and quality of life; few people bike, or biking is dangerous in these neighborhoods because of a lack of infrastructure.

→ Connect ridership growth to policy decisions. For example, use data to underscore safe routes to school policy by saying: after prioritizing residential bike boulevards, 50% more kids are biking to school.

→ Rather than produce a long annual report, you may choose to use short, graphics-based summaries to make major points, and separately document the detailed analysis behind them.

→ Information is increasingly consumed in social-media-friendly soundbites and easily-shared images. Ensure that graphics can stand alone to tell the story about the city’s goals and choices, even if shared out of context.

→ Every graph and data table in a report, blog post, or press release should always have a clear takeaway. Unanalyzed (but quality-checked) data, as well as less-relevant graphs or tables, can be moved to an appendix or released as part of routine open data.

Source: Vélo Canada Bikes, Pedal Poll 2021.
What if Counts Don’t Show Growth?

Reporting bike counts during long-term disruptions

Part of making the case for a bike program is discussing why ridership may be falling short in places that have not received sufficient investment in bike infrastructure, or how broader changes in travel patterns affect bike counts. During and since 2020, travel patterns have shifted away from the morning downtown-bound commute in particular, a common focus of bike counts. Analyze all-day bike trips as a percent of vehicular traffic to illustrate the continued, or even increased, role of bicycling. Show time-of-day changes in bike counts to demonstrate off-peak increases.

Examine survey data, user feedback, and site conditions to identify issues that might lead to renewed action, such as a lack of bike facilities leading to newer employment hubs, bikeway maintenance or design issues, or lack of secure bike parking.

A broad-based network trendline count helps find the riders who may have been missed in the past. As housing costs have increased, high-bicycling groups (such as youth, families with more adults than cars, and young adults) may be living further from the city center. In addition to network counts, use large datasets, survey data, and Census data for insight into the dispersion of bike trips or high-bike households.

Get the Story Out

GUIDANCE

→ When the story is good, look for ways to tell people about it. City press offices can work with reporters, bloggers, or news outlets to feature exclusive or deep-dive data stories based around city policies or goals. When appropriate, data points can be included in a higher-attention press release or event. Alternately, create a media strategy specifically for the data publication.

→ Not every data publication needs a full written report. Release count data regularly, but rather than writing commentary on each year or season’s count, wait until there is news to share that will focus attention on the analysis rather than on raw numbers. And when there is news, share graphs and conclusions in a blog, with stories in news outlets, through your advocacy community, and on social media, not just in reports and presentations.

→ Add key ridership, bike network quality and mileage, and public engagement statistics to all agency presentations about bicycling & bike projects. Consider ways to tailor them to distinct agency goals, missions, or work plans.

→ Publish monthly or weekly data from continuous counters on an open data portal or similar platform with your contact information for follow-up. Raw data and cleaned data should both be shared, along with explanatory comments for any real spikes or dips in riderships and a description of data cleaning methods.
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